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This study introduces multi-level concealment of information,       

which describes a new paradigm for covert communication in         

covert communication technology. The masking algorithm was       

used more than once in which an encrypted message was hidden           

inside a vector medium (image) and the transporter was hidden          

inside another medium (video) by using two masking functions in          

the first level. The LSB function in the second level was used as             

the DCT function. The proposed method has several benefits in          

stealth communications. Including increasing the level of security        

during the transmission of confidential information through       

public channels or the Internet, and has also been used to           

increase reliability. The performance of the proposed algorithm        

is measured in terms of capacity and security through different          

experiments using two PNSR and MSR functions. 

Keywords- Steganography, Least significant bit, RC4, hidden       

frames, Matlab, DCT function. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

With the development of means of communication computer        

science and electronic revolution I find that we have         

become in an electronic village unit connects the world with          

each other became all communication methods such as        

telephone communications, social media, websites and other       

components of the network , collected clear and visible to all           

anonymous users and you must be secured These methods in          

order to transfer information safely and reliably from the         

source and validity in this study we will deal with a small part             

in the insurance is the task of securing the message before           

sending, using more than an algorithm in the insurance to          

increase security and complexity to assure the safety A         

failure in an attempt to break. 

"Steganography" originates from "Greek". The word stego        

implies cover and grafia implies writing which signifies        

Covered writing” [3]. Steganography aims at hiding the        

existence of the authentic communication. Steganography      

has developed into one of the most robust and efficient          

methods to send secret or sensitive data to another party          

without the knowledge of any interceptor. In steganography,        

the sender uses usual file like video, image, audio and text           

known as cover file which would appear to be of no           

importance to any interceptor. Video Steganography is       

defined as the art and science of embedding secret data into           

videos. A video file is a set of frames (still-images) [4]. Some            

techniques hide data in the individual frames of the video          

which is known as video steganography as the extension of          

image steganography. 

Video Steganography as a video container file has numerous         

advantages not exhibited by other container formats; video        

steganography is now a growing area of research. Video         

Steganography is a technique to hide any kind of files into a            

video file. The Alteration in the video file is significantly more           

difficult to detect by the human visual system, as frames are           

displayed on screen in an extremely faster rate. Furthermore,         

since video frames are not sharply focused images or crisp,          

variations in pixel color induced by steganography will blend         
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into the frame very easily. Use of the video based          

steganography can be more eligible than other multimedia        

files, because of its size and memory requirements. The video          

has 2 components and they are an audio stream and a           

picture stream. Therefore, most of the existing techniques on         

images and audio can be applied to video files too. Similar           

limitations as any other kind of steganography: You need to          

have “free” space in the carrier media. This means usually          

deleting part of the data that is invisible such as the alpha            

channel in a picture and replacing it with the hidden data.           

Sometimes it is only possible to compress this “useless” data,          

not delete it.  

In this study, both video components were used 

In a highly compressed video it might be close to impossible           

to embed additional, hidden information. As steganography       

on itself is easy to detect, the embedded data has to be            

encrypted, reducing the information content roughly by half.        

Encrypted data looks like random noise; a statistical analysis         

program will not be able to detect it. 

In an uncompressed image, the maximum amount of        

embeddable information is usually at most 30%. In practice         

however it will be in the single digit range.  

II. RELATED WORKKS 

Kamred Udham Singh[1].The video is divided into frames        
and the histogram value of each frame is calculated. These          
values are compared with threshold value. Based on this,         
secret data is hidden into the frames by dividing each pixel in            
two parts, the number of bits embedded in the right part are            
counted in the left part. This algorithm provides ability to hide           
large amount of data and extraction of written text without          
errors.  
 
Using improved LSB (Least significant bit) method the secret         
image is hidden in the cover image.[2]. BITMAP images are          
used as they are lossless. Then by using bit plane slicing the            
cover image is divided into three planes namely Red, Green          
and Blue. Then, the bits of the secret data are replaced by least             
significant bits Red, Green and Blue in the order 2, 2 and 4             
i.e., 2 bits in Red, 2 bits in Green and 4 bits in Blue. More               
data hiding is provided.  
M. Mennatallah. Sadek,ect …[3]. The cover video is divided         
into frames and the secret data is extracted from the cover           
video. The complexity and security is increased by embedding         
the data in multiple frames of the video. The frames of the            
video are divided and are converted as .bmp images. The pixel           
values of the cover video are converted to binary values and           
the secret data is also converted into binary values. Then the           
bits of secret data are replaced by the order 2, 3, 3 into Red,              
Green and Blue respectively, 2 Least Significant Bits of Red,          

3 Least Significant Bits of Green and 3 Least Significant Bits           
of Blue.  
DeepaliSinglaand etc.… [4]. they used a sequence of nine         
uncompressed video sequence as cover data. The secret        
message was a binary image. First the pixel position of both           
cover video and a secret image was reordered using a private           
key. Even the secret message was encoded using Hamming         
code (7, 4) to make the message more secure before          
embedding.  

“Sim hiewmoi” [5], this paper presents an approach to          
generate a unique and more secure cryptographic key from         
iris template. The iris images are processed to produce iris          
template or code to be utilized for the encryption and          
decryption tasks. AES 12 Journal of Embedded Systems        
cryptography algorithm is employed to encrypt and decrypt        
the identity data. 
Sujay narayana1and gauravprasad” [6] This paper give       
information about Cryptography & Steganography, this paper       
introduces two new methods wherein cryptography and       
Steganography are combined to encrypt the data as well as to           
hide the encrypted data in another medium so the fact that a            
message being sent is concealed [6]. 
  

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 
 
The other hand there is the so-called TYPE-I approach, a          
message is hidden in a cover object and that stego-cover          
object is hidden in another cover object, and so on. This           
approach increases the level of security of the system. Again,          
the number of levels is used during the embedding process in           
multilevel steganography is very important information at the        
receiving end. That means, security may be increased by         
varying the number of levels during embedding process.        
Along with this, any of the encryption algorithms may be used           
at a transformation phase of the system to increase the          
security of the system.  
 

IV. OVERVIEW 

The aims of this study proposing a data hiding and extraction           
procedure to embed secret message bits in videos. The secret          
information taken here is gray scale image pixel values. These          
pixel values are converted into binary and embedded into bits          
of images in a video frame, by increasing security due to use            
random data are also placed in unused frames in the video, the            
attacker is left clueless to know the real secret data hidden in            
the video. Hence highly confidential data like military secrets         
and bank account details can be easily steganography in         
ordinary video and can be transmitted over internet even in          
unsecured connection.  
The ability to Capacity Text based steganography has limited         
capacity and Image steganography tried to improve the        
capacity where 50% of original image size can be used to hide            
the secret message. But there is limitation on how much          
information can be hidden into an image. Video        
Steganography has been found to overcome this problem.        
That will increase the reliability. 
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A. Methodology Scenario 
 

To implement video Steganography in Matlab for hiding        
secret message in a carrier image in the cover frames of a            
carrier video using LSB (Least Significant Bit) and DCT         
modification technique and retrieving the hidden image from        
the video at the receiver end.  
The full purpose of hiding information is to ensure that the           
message is hidden. So if the container media is too broken           
(loud sound / image) it might reveal the message. 
You can use any method of distortion rate technology, but for           
hiding information, it is necessary to determine the tolerance         
for the image / sound allowed before concealing 
 
● Encrypt text using RC4. 
● Hide encoded text inside an image and measure the         

quality of the image after the disappearance. 
● Read a video and convert it into frames. 
● Split and hide the loaded image into video frames and          

measure the image quality after hiding. 
● Hide text (key) inside a sound and measure the sound          

quality after the disappearance 
● Create a video with hidden pictures and hidden sound in          

it. 
● Read the videos Steganography. 
● Read the audio file and extract the text to find out which            

key is used for hiding operations. 
● Select hidden frames with the key. 
● After the image is retrieved, the encrypted text is         

retrieved 
 
B. The three level of encryption 

 
1) level 1 

 

 

 
Fig.1. The basic block diagram of level 1 encrypted text and 

hiding. 
 
In order to increase security, two information security sections         
were used: (encryption and hide) as previously mentioned, at         
the first level the message is determined by the user or the            
programmer and then the message is encrypted using the         
algorithm of RC4, Then select the carrier image so that the           
encoded text is hiding inside it using an algorithm LSB. Using           
the second model of hide, this is concealing with a key, the            
standardization of the key in encryption and hide.  
 

 
 
Fig.2. encrypted using the algorithm of RC4 hide the chipper 

text LSB 

2) level 2 
 
In the second level, the video is specified with an extension of            
pm4, and then the video is converted and divided into two           
parts. The first is the frames and the second is the extracted            
sound, and then 8 frames are randomly selected using the          
same previous key. The process of hiding the image to the           
encrypted text is divided between the eight frames chosen         
using the DCT algorithm. 
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Fig.3. Extract frames from video and hide cover image 
 

3) level 3 
 

In the third level of concealment, the second part of the           

video data is used, which is the sound, in which the key used             

in both the encryption and concealment process is hidden         

and the key is placed in the form of text with an extension.             

txt is then hidden in the audio file using the optimized LSB            

algorithm by specifying the first bit to hide and setting the           

jump level between bytes. Then merge the brain image         

steganography file and audio steganography file to create a         

sent video steganography. 

Then the first image containing control information is        

selected for the purpose of Authentication and verification        

that the video has not been modified by adding clear          

information about the video from the length, size, number of          

frames and sound time.... etc., all of this information is          

included in the form of a text file and hidden using DCT The             

recipient is notified in advance. 

 

 
Fig.3. Extract audio and hide text in audio and create video 
 

 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS  

In conclusion, the objectives of the study were achieved         

through research and obtaining the highest high quality. In         

an attempt to achieve the aims of the study, it shows the            

weaknesses of this methodology followed and decorated,       

attributed to me the acceleration of the discovery of new and           

modern technologies that define and destroy every attempt        

at high insurance, not absolute insurance, which does not         

exist .This study was disturbed by focusing on some         

weaknesses of the two masking algorithms: dct, lsb, and dct.          

An important weakness point is striking and revealing to me.          

The masking in the video is changing the color of the image            

or the frame to gray, and this means that the video that is             

hidden using DCT By using dct when analyzing its tires, the           

evidence of these frames will be interesting, and this bite has           

been addressed in the study, as well as improved by the lsb            

algorithm, by concealing it randomly, irregularly, according to        

the key used, in addition to that. On the image level, for me,             

the masking at the sound level was used for lsb, and the            

masking is determined by the bit number to hide and the           

jump rate is with a fixed value agreed upon by both the            

sender and the recipient. This is what the study covered, we           

ask God Almighty to benefit others. But in particular the          

following facilities can be added: 

● The compression algorithm can be used in the future to          

reduce the size of hidden data to hide the largest          
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number of data and reduce interference in the case of          

large capacity data use. 

● The method used in the LSB algorithm used can be          

modified and replaced with another technology, for       

example (2 LSB, 3LSB(. 

● Try to discover and cover the spots in the algorithm by           

putting yourself in the third party's place and seeing the          

weak points and making them stronger. 

● An attempt to use encryption is permissible to use         

encrypted text for confidentiality and making discovery       

difficult. 

● Broader and more comprehensive measurement     

functions can be used to make sure noise is more          

accurate and clear. 

● An attempt to improve the look of the search by using            

user interfaces via Matlab (GUI). 

● The number of levels can be increased, it can be reduced           

and other algorithms such as dwt ... 

● Compressing the video file obtained by the stream of         

images with modified cover frames lossless so as to         

increase the speed of transmission.  

● Implement other higher order security measures so as to         

protect messages from steganalysis, cryptanalysis and      

various other types of sophisticated attacks.  
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